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Abstract 
Transposable Elements (TEs) are small nucleic acid parasites that replicate and reinsert 
themselves into the genome of their host organism. These small genetic parasites have in recent 
times been seen as possible evolutionary drivers in the development and evolution of genomic 
adaptations as well as genomic architecture. While much is known about the possible effects of 
TEs on an individual organism, little is known about their dynamics on a family level scale. In 
order to investigate this relationship, TE types and abundances were analyzed for 28 species in 
the highly diverse plant family Solanaceae. Transposable Elements were identified and 
investigated by running the program RepeatExplorer on whole genome shotgun data sets from 28 
different species in the Physaleae and Solanaea tribes in the Solanacea family. I identified the 
genomic proportion of repetitive elements in all species and found that on a family level, two TE 
types, LTR gypsy and unclassified repetitive content were the most abundant for all species. On 
a family level, class II TEs were found to be far less numerous in genomic proportion, but were 
far more variable on an individual level. These results indicated that while LTR gypsy and 
Unclassified TEs are more important for long-term genomic dynamics, Class II TEs act more 
significantly in the short term. Clades also appear to have a relationship on TE abundances with 
more closely related species having similar genomic percentage of TEs, but due to our lack of 
branch lengths in the phylogeny I was unable to calculate this metric. Finally, while these results 
are interesting, there is currently no all-encompassing biological explanation as to exactly why 
these family level genomic trends are being exhibited. 
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Introduction: 
Since the discovery of transposable elements (TEs) in the 1940s by the geneticist Barbara 
McClintock, these small genetic parasitic elements that replicate in the genome have changed the 
way we think about evolution (McClintock, 1984). Although TEs were initially thought to be a 
genetic oddity of minor importance, modern genomic sequencing and bioinformatics techniques 
have revealed that these elements make up a large proportion of most Eukaryotic genomes, in 
some cases explaining substantial differences in genome sizes (Schaack, et al., 2010; Ungerer, 
2006).  
Much is known about the biology of TEs in regard to the way in which they replicate and reinsert 
themselves in the genome (Sloan, et al., 2012). Since their initial discovery, much effort has been 
put forward to create an unbiased way of classifying and naming TEs using a universal system 
(Kapitonov and Jurka, 2008). With this advance came an explosion of research into TE 
abundances of various organisms. This led to the quantification of how diverse TEs are, as well 
as to the realization of how variable TE abundance is. For instance, in recent studies maize was 
found to have 85% of its genome comprised of TEs, human 44% TEs, Drosophila 4% TEs, and 
Arabidopsis 14% TEs (Fedoroff, et al., 2012; González, et al., 2012).  
Although TE abundance has been researched heavily for individual organisms, few studies have 
attempted investigated TE abundance on a family level. In this study, I investigate TE abundance 
in relation to family level ties of the Solanacea, a plant family with a well characterized history 
of speciation, domestication, and floral morphology changes. By using modern bioinformatics 
techniques, I was able to calculate genomic percentages of TEs, as well as identify the most 
numerous TE types for 28 species from the Physaleae and Solanaea tribes in the Solanacea 
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family. By analyzing TE abundance data (both genomic percentage and type) as well as 
relationships between species in a phylogenetic sense we can better understand the history of TE 
proliferation and loss during the recent evolutionary history of this clade. 
Background: 
Transposable Element Biology 
Transposable elements are nonliving genetic entities that replicate and reinsert themselves into 
the genome (González, et al., 2012). Being comprised only of nucleic acids, these endogenous 
parasites exhibit a lifecycle somewhat similar to viruses, with replication being the main aspect 
of their propagation cycle. However, although many TEs replicate and reinsert themselves, how 
this occurs varies; each subclass of TEs exhibits different mechanisms of replication and 
reinsertion. 
Until recently, TEs have been difficult to classify due to their huge diversity. This problem is 
further enhanced due to the nature of TE evolution; TE evolution progresses at a much faster rate 
than organismal evolution (Levin and Moran, 2011). Due to this difficulty, TEs are currently 
categorized taxonomically based on their enzymatic activity as well as their mechanistic 
properties (Wicker, T).  
There are two main classes of TEs: class I TEs (“copy and paste”) and class II TEs (“cut and 
paste”). Class I TEs are defined by their use of an RNA transposase intermediate, while class II 
TEs utilize a DNA transposase intermediate (Kapitonov and Jurka, 2008). Of the class I 
Elements, Long-Terminal-Repeat elements (LTRs) are by far the most abundant in plants and are 
therefore the focus of this study. LTRs are identified by the inclusion of open reading frames 
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(ORFs) for a GAG protein that forms virus-like particles as well as a polymerase region (POL).  
POL then encodes for reverse transcriptase (RT), RNase (an RNA degradation enzyme), and a 
DDE integrase protein (INT). The sizes of LTRs vary widely; LTRs with 200 bp are on the low 
end, and the massive 25kb ogre LTR on the high end (Xu, et al., 2010). LTRs are further ranked 
by their respective superfamilies, the two largest being gypsy and copia (Xu, et al., 2010). These 
superfamilies are classified by the order of their RT, INT, and POL coding regions.   
 
 
Figure 1: Modified from Joly-Lopez, et al.,  2014. Sequence direction and genes encoded in common TEs. 1). Showing 
encoding of genes in gypsy and Copia TEs. 2). Sequencing of a common Class II TE from a Tc superfamily 
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Whiles TEs have an effective parasitic nature, regulatory aspects of the eukaryotic genome exist 
that attempt to deactivate TE replication and insertion. Chromatin structure as well as the RNAi 
systems in eukaryotes are consistently acting in order to suppress TE reinsertion (Obbard, et al., 
2010). These systems tend to knock out entire lineages of TEs leaving ancestral copies present in 
the genome (Obbard, et al., 2010). This type of hard selection tends to favor TE families that can 
replicate quickly before the host genome begins down regulating their actions (Slotkin, et al., 
2009). While TEs can be silenced, they can also be reactivated by large scale genetic stress, 
genomic fracturing, or disease (Casacuberta and Gonzalez, 2009). In Drosophila lineages where 
a previously silenced TE came back into abundance.  
TEs are passed down linearly, mainly through germ line. In this way TEs, can be traced back to 
ancestral lineages. Aside from linear transmission, TEs can also be inherited due to vector 
transmission which is surprising due to their lack of a capsid protein. The stylet mouth part of 
some insects has been shown to be capable of carrying a transmissible TE, thus causing infection 
once a new host is bit. This type of TE transmission has been seen between palm trees and grape 
vine, demonstrating that TEs can be passed down both vertically and horizontally (Baidouri, et 
al., 2014).  
 
Genomic Effects  
While once thought to be of relatively little importance, TEs have reshaped the way in which we 
think about genomic evolution. Initially it was believed that the only possible effect of TEs was 
gene knockout caused by a TE inserting itself into the middle of a gene as exhibited in early 
studies with corn pigmentation (McClintock, 1984). Early on, however, McClintock 
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hypothesized that TEs may have the capacity to drive evolution and act as a source of variability 
on which evolution could act (McClintock, 1984).  
Recent findings in genomic evolution have come to support McClintock’s initial claim. TEs have 
been indicated as possible leading drivers of the evolution of gene regulatory networks. This 
process occurs when a eukaryotic genome “domesticates” a TE and then uses the TE to up-
regulate or down-regulate a certain gene (Sinzelle, et al., 2009). In this way, TEs can catalyze 
large-scale organismal evolution (Sloan, et al., 2012). This type of TE domestication has been 
seen in various eukaryotic genomes, from coloration development in cichlid species to flowering 
times in a host of angiosperms (Sundaram, et al., 2014; Meagher and Vassiliadis, 2005). TEs 
have been suspected as the root cause not only of gene regulatory networks, but of stress and 
environmental adaptation as well. One study investigating the genetic adaptation of the fungal 
pathogen Magnoporthe oryzae found that upon heating and stressing spores using copper, TEs 
were found actively transcribing and replicating in the host genome (Chadha and Sharma, 2014).  
 
A similar trend has been found in regards to stressing Drosophila with xenobiotics at the first 
instar; TE insertion at a certain loci correlated with xenobiotic resistance (Pan, 2010).  
While TEs have altered the coding region of the genome, they may have had an even larger 
effect on the non-coding regions as well as genomic architecture as a whole. In higher level 
eukaryotes, coding regions comprise a small percentage of overall genomic composition; the 
large majority of genomes are comprised of non-coding regions (20-85%) (Schaack, et al., 
2010). The bulk of these non-coding regions are filled with TE remnants. Due to the ability of 
point mutations to silence and effectively knock out TEs, the Eukaryotic genome is filled with 
these non-functioning copies. It has also been observed that when species are domesticated, their 
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genomes tend to accumulate far more TEs than their wild type cousins (Xu, et al., 2010). While 
there is still an active debate about why this occurs, this trend shows that TE insertions are by no 
means a small aspect of the biology of domestication.  
It has been proposed that chromatin structure evolved out of necessity to neutralize TEs in the 
genome (Black, et al., 2004). By rearranging chromatin structure the host genome can 
functionally knock out TEs, preventing replication and reinsertion (Black, et al., 2004). 
Chromatin rearrangements also play a role in mitigating damage inflicted by TEs. Some TEs 
have been domesticated in such a way that they form micro RNAs(miRNAs) or “zombie TEs” 
(Bennetzen and Wang, 2014). These miRNAs effectively target the TEs they are derived from 
(Lisch and Bennetzen, 2011).  
The Solanaceae 
The Solanaceae are a family of flowering plants often studied due to their large diversity as well 
as their important application in agriculture, medicine, and biotechnology. This family represents 
a very diverse group of plants with 90 genera and over 4000 species (Smith and Baum, 2006). 
This family also contains a diverse array of morphologies, habitats, and ecological roles. While 
the Solanaceae can be found on all continents except Antarctica, they are the most abundant in 
South America (Smith and Baum, 2006). These features make the Solanaceae family an 
excellent example to investigate in regards to TEs. 
The Solanaceae inhabit a diverse range of niches in ecosystems. Molecular and genetic 
techniques, have been used to showcase the wide range of genetic diversity in this family. The 
genus Iochroma, in particular, exhibits a wide array of coloration changes and pollinator shifts 
(Fig 2). Recently, the relationship between the diverse species within Iochroma has been 
investigated more thoroughly; researchers deduced the phylogenetic relationships between these 
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species using multiple genes, namely LFY, WAXY, and TMS (Smith and Baum, 2006).  With a 
more complete phylogeny, an opportunity arises in which is it possible to investigate the trend of 
TE abundance on a family level. 
 
Figure 2: Borrowed from Smith, S. D. & Baum 2006. Phylogeny of the Iochroma demonstrating Floral diversity as well as 
biogeography. Clade names are the labels D, E, S, and V indicate members of the traditional genera Dunalia, Eriolarynx, 
Saracha etc… 
Identification Methods 
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In order to identify TEs de novo, the program Repeat Explorer (Novák, et al., 2013) was used. 
Repeat Explorer uses a De Bruijn graph approach where sequence reads are categorized by 
percentage similarity and clustered into groups (Novak and Macas, 2010). Due to the large copy 
number of TEs in the genome, it is expected that these sequences are far more abundant than the 
single copy of the genome. These clustered groups are then connected in nodal networks (Fig 
3C) where the percentage similarity of overlapping sequences is represented by an edge weight. 
These clustered groups are then further categorized into communities that are identified by 
calculating which individuals in a given cluster have vertices that extend to other closely related 
clusters. The Fruchterman and Reingold algorithm is then applied to these communities to 
further estimate relationship between clusters as well as within clusters. These algorithms 
calculate a modularity structure also known as a likelihood of relationship metric, which in this 
case acts as a quality measure for graph clustering, with a modularity score of one demonstrating 
stronger community structure.  
These resulting read communities and clusters representing different family level repetitive 
element types are then used to test abundance of a given element as well as ascertain sequence 
information about the given element. These reads are then assembled using reference libraries 
from TIGR repeat database. Graph topology of individual clusters is also used in ascertaining 
aspects of the TE abundance. For instance, a high graph density of reads is indicative of SINES 
and large graph diameters are indicative of repeat length.  
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Methods: 
Samples were prepped using standard DNA extraction techniques and prepared for Illumina HI-
SEQ whole genome shotgun processing. All data that was used in Transposable Element analysis 
was comprised of only nuclear DNA that had not been enriched in order to accurately measure 
TE abundance. All data was trimmed using the TRIMMOMATIC software package with the 
following settings LEADING:15 TRAILING:15 MINLEN:90 remove low quality reads. A novel 
pipeline was developed using the program repeat explorer which utilizes a De Bruijn graph 
approach to de novo assemble the Transposable elements using raw sequences data (Novák, et 
Figure 3: Borrowed from (Novák, P., Neumann, P). An example of the sequence clustering approach taken by 
RepeatExplorer ((Novák, et al., 2013)). Reads are clustered initially by sequence similarity A and these read clusters are 
then overlaid B. The relationship between read clusters is then found using vertices(v) between clusters as well as edge 
weight (e).  From these metrics Graph clustering can then be done to ascertain sequence relationship in a 3 dimension space 
D. 
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al., 2013). RepeatExplorer was run on default settings and the Viridae Plantae TE library was 
downloaded from TIGR repeat library bank and used as a reference library for RepeatExplorer, 
facilitating identification and naming of previously discovered TEs. The RepeatExplorer output 
was then refined by appending any uncertain TE identifications that fell below a 5% sequence 
identification threshold of certainty into “unclassified sequence”. Sequence purging at this level 
was done as a precautionary measure to avoid false positive results as well as increase our 
overall stringency. All calculations in regards to total genomic percentage were done in the R 
programming language using custom scripts. 
Results: 
TE abundance out of Total Genomic Content   
Upon completion of RepeatExplorer and R script analysis, data sets were reviewed for consistent 
high quality reads. Two data sets were eliminated, L sachapapa and Physalis peruvianum; upon 
inspection both data sets showed 100X less reads than all other data sets leading to improper 
measurement. A third data, Iochroma genserioides was also eliminated due to possible 
mislabeling with another Solanaceae sample.  
In total, nineteen different TE types were identified across the 28 species. Of the total TE 
abundance in regards to genomic proportion the largest abundance of TEs was found in Dunalia 
brachyacantha with a genomic proportion of 82.28% percent TEs, and the smallest genomic 
proportion was found to be Iochroma fuchosidies with a total genomic proportion of 44.73% 
TEs. The mean total abundance for all species was 64.57%. The total genomic proportion of TEs 
as well as the TE type can be seen below in Fig 4. It should be noted that total genomic 
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proportion of TEs will never hit 100%. This is due to the fact that genomes cannot only be 
constituted of TE sequences. 
The mean Unclassifiable proportion of TEs for all 28 species was 28.23% percent, with the high 
being 37.29% as found in Dunalia brachyacantha, and the low being 17.9% percent as found in 
Iochroma fuchosidies.  
LTR gypsy was overall the most abundant TE found. The mean abundance of LTR gypsy was 
33.92% with Dunalia brachyacantha having the highest abundance at 44.719% percent and 
Iochroma cardenasianum exhibiting the least at 22.99% percent out of total genomic proportion.  
The mean proportion of all class II transposable elements was 1.14% with highest being 4.01% 
in Iochroma cornifolium and the smallest percentage being .03% in Dunalia obovata. All 
genomic percentages can be seen below in the Supplementary Material. Many of the TE types 
identified made up small proportions of total genomic TE percentage.  
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Figure 4: A Bar graph representing the %TE Abundance out of the total genome on the X and the Species name on the Y as well 
as the clade which each species sorts into as based on previous phylogenies (SMITH 2006). Proportionality of each TE type is 
represented by the colors which compose each bar. 
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TE by Type by Total TE Percentage 
By analyzing total TE abundance by each class of TEs present the makeup of which repetitive 
element constitutes the largest percentage of the total becomes apparent. Out of the total 
repetitive element content of all the species, the most abundant for 23 individuals was LTR 
gypsy with the mean being around 52% of repetitive elements in the genome consisting of LTR 
gypsy. Iochroma peruvianum had the lowest proportion of LTR gypsy with 44.7% and Solanum 
lycopersicum had the highest total percentage of LTR gypsy with 61.97%.  
The next most abundant class was the unclassifiable group of TEs. These TEs were sequences 
dictated as having less than 5% certainty of read alignment in RepearExplorer. In five species, 
Iochroma parviflorum, Iocroma pingola, Eriolarynx faciulata, Dunalia spathulata and Iochroma 
peruvianum the genomes were found to be more heavily comprised of unclassifiable repetitive 
content than they were LTRs. The highest proportion of total TEs being composed of 
unclassifiable reads is Ayabacense pingola at 53.8%. The mean proportion of unclassifiable TEs 
of all species was 42.84% with the minimum being Iochroma fuchosidies with 24.82%.  
Of total TE percentage the average for all class II transposable elements, those that us a DNA 
intermediate is 1.75% with the largest abundance being in Eriolarynx iochromoides with 5.89% 
of its total TEs being made up of class 1 elements.  
Satellite proportion made up a small amount of most TE proportions with the mean TE 
proportion being made of Satellites being only .4% with the highest being 5% in Saracha 
punctata and multiple species also exhibit zero abundance of satellites.  
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Figure 5: A Bar graph represents total TE content of each species as broken down by what proportion each TE type is present. X 
is total TE abundance out of all TEs, coloration dictates which type of TE. Species name on the Y as well as the clade which each 
species sorts into as based on previous phylogenies (smith 2006). Proportionality of each TE type is represented by the colors 
which compose each bar. 
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Model Prediction 
Models were generated see which TE species was the best predictor of the Total genomic 
proportion of TEs.  Of the models ran, the best predictor for Total genomic proportion of TEs 
was LTR gypsy with a P value 2.32E-07 and the Unclassifiable category with a P value of 7.42e-
06. None of the other TE groups were able to accurately predict  
 
Figure 6: Linear Regressions models demonstrating predictive capacity of Unclassifiable TEs and LTR gypsy on the total 
Genomic proportion of TEs. P values yielded were 2.32e-07 for LTR gypsy and 7.42E-06 for Unclassifiable TEs  
Discussion: 
While many of the genomic proportions yielded from this study may seem relatively high these 
results echo much of what is known about plant genomic content. The mean of all the samples 
yielded is around 63% genomic content being TEs. This result is on average with many other 
plant families and species exhibiting a similar trend with around 50-70% of genomic content 
being repetitive or TEs (Ragupathy, 2013). Many of the samples collected also appear to hover 
around similar percentages as can be seen in Fig 5.  
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Of the TEs identified, LTR gypsy was by far the most prevalent, constituting a large percentage 
of the total genomic proportion, as well as a considerable proportion of the total TEs Fig 5/6. 
This is rather unsurprising due to the numerous other studies that reflect similar results (Xu, et 
al., 2011). Interestingly this lineage of plants appears to be heavily biased towards the gypsy 
class of LTRs. In most of the species analyzed, there was 100X relative difference between 
abundances of gypsy and copia Fig 6. Although it is difficult to gauge what exactly is driving 
this extreme discrepancy, similar results have been demonstrated with varying plant families, 
which tend to favor one family of LTRs (Staton, et al., 2012; Fan, et al., 2013). The similar 
aggregation of LTR gypsy in every species in this family also demonstrate a fairly consistent 
evolutionary relationship between the Solanaceae as a whole and the LTR gypsy type of TE. 
This interconnection was further demonstrated by way of a modeling total genomic proportion as 
predicted by LTR gypsy abundance. LTR gypsy proved to be an excellent predictor, with a 
significant P value of 2.32E-07 Fig 6. This linear relationship further enhances the significant 
role LTR gypsy plays on the genomic makeup of this genus due to its relatively large proportion 
of total genomic contents and its consistent abundance.   
Unexpectedly, all species exhibited traces amounts of the Cauliflower mosaic LTR (proportion 
too small to appear on graphs). The Cauliflower Mosaic LTR is named for its close relationship 
with the Cauliflower mosaic virus. It is currently theorized that at some point in evolutionary 
time either TEs have given rise to various viral lineages or that viral lineages in some instances 
have lost their capacity to escape their host genome and therefore exist solely as TEs response 
(Blevins, et al., 2011). While it is currently uncertain as to which narrative is correct, the 
appearance of these LTRs in the Solanaceae is interesting. The Cauliflower mosaic virus is a 
generalist virus with a wide range of hosts in varying plant orders, so finding ancestral viral 
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elements in the Solanaceae isn’t unimaginable. Recent studies have actually found that coding 
remnants of the Cauliflower mosaic virus at times plays a key role in plant immune system 
response (Blevins, et al., 2011). This identification is still uncertain as the reads which aligned to 
this sequence could have simply been a byproduct of contamination of the sample, or 
mathematical likelihood of sequence similarity.  
While not being directly identifiable as being related to a specific type of TE, the unclassifiable 
category of repetitive sequence in the Solanaceae composed a large magnitude of total genomic 
proportion. This difficulty in direct identification is probably the result of number of variables, 
the largest of which being mutation and degradation overtime. If a TE is deactivated by the host 
genome by way of epigenetic silencing, the TE is incapable of repairing itself if a point mutation 
were to develop during host DNA replication. This lack of repair mechanism paired with 
accumulation of point mutations over a long period of time would slowly eliminate any 
identifiable coding sequence that the TE once displayed, making family level TE identification 
difficult if not impossible (Mirouze and Vitte, 2014).  Although these reads do not enable a 
specific family level TE identification, they still have a large significance in an evolutionary 
context. Their overall large abundance in many of the genomes analyzed demonstrates the 
capacity of the Solanaceae to deal with non coding junk in their genomes, as well as displaying 
the families capacity to accumulate this junk over time. Like the LTR gypsy class, this larger 
vaguer group of unidentified repetitive elements was tested and found to act as an excellent 
predictor of total genomic proportion of TEs with a P value of 7.42e-06. While this P value is 
higher and less significant than that of LTR gypsy, it still accentuates the importance of this 
repeat family. Much like LTR gypsy the consistent, similar abundance of this unclassifiable 
group demonstrates a persistent evolutionary trend where these elements are conserved through 
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evolutionary time. While the relative abundance of unclassified repeats does vary slightly, it does 
not vary in any significant way in this family, demonstrating the long term stabilizing dynamics 
at work on these unclassified repeats in the genome.  
 One surprising result of this study was the abundance of repetitive satellites in two species, 
namely Saracha punctate and Iochorma cardenisium. These species have a far larger abundance 
of satellitic content than any of the other species analyzed. One of theses species Iochorma 
cardenisium was found to not actually be an Iochroma (Smith and Baum, 2006). While this 
offers a shallow explanation of why Iochorma cardenisium is so different, it provides no insight 
as to why Saracha punctata has such a high abundance. Unlike Iochorma cardenisium, Saracha 
punctata is well nested within the phylogeny and has numerous closely related species.  The 
large abundance of satellite TEs in Saracha punctata paired with its close relationship to many 
of the surrounding species demonstrates what can only be a rapid, massive gain of genomic 
satellitic content in a relatively short evolutionary time.  
While LTR gypsy and the unclassifiable repeat category invariably compose the largest 
proportion of repetitive genomic content in all 28 species, the Class II DNA repetitive elements 
demonstrate a very different evolutionary narrative. The absence and presence of Class II TE 
types shows a dynamic and ever changing genomic landscape in this family of plants. While 
some species have a large multitude of DNA class II elements like Iochroma peruvianum, others 
have nearly none. This variability in abundance of class II TEs taken in conjunction with how 
recent many of the speciation events in this family are, demonstrates a dynamic and changing 
genomic landscape. Since many of these class II elements are exclusive to a few individual 
species (Fig 5) these class II TE lineages must have evolved in relatively short span of 
evolutionary time. The range of these elements is also very dynamic with a range of (.03% - 4%) 
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for all species. For a Class II TE to take up 4% of the noncoding regions of the genome in such a 
short expanse of evolutionary time demonstrates a significant evolutionary change for some of 
these species, especially when considering some of the larger evolutionary implications TEs 
have had in recent years. 
When looking at TE abundance when compared with clade, it appears that total genomic 
proportion of TEs is similar between species within the same clade. For example, in clade D (Fig 
5), many species seem to show very similar genomic abundances of TEs. This is most likely due 
to a large majority of the TEs present in the genome being inherited from a common ancestor.  
However, this trend does not appear consistently in every clade as can be seen in the F clade (Fig 
5). In the F clade, few of the very closely related sister species appear to have similar 
abundances. For example, Iochroma fuchosidies exhibits far less total genomic abundance of 
TEs than any of the other species. This result is intriguing based on the nature that this species 
has gained red floral pigmentation by loss of a gene regulatory pathway (Smith, et al., 2008). 
Whether the TE abundance and the loss of this gene regulatory pathway in this species are 
related is impossible to know from this data set.  
While these clade relationships appear visually in the figures, branch length estimates were not 
calculated for the 28 species in this sample. So while it appears there are relationships within and 
between clades, there are currently no metrics to verify this. 
It should be noted that during this experiment a difficulty was encountered when trying to run 
RepeatExplorer on some crop species like Solanum tuberosum. This could be due to a lack of 
computational power necessitated when sequencing crop species that are primarily composed of 
TEs (Lerat, 2010). It should also be noted that in these results, I have calculated genomic 
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proportion, not genomic percentage. The difference here being that the total amount of reads in 
the raw sequence data is used as a proxy for the entire genomic content of an organism due to the 
random nature of whole genome shotgun (WGS). Genomic proportion is then calculated by the 
number of reads that cluster around a given TE sequence divided by the total number of reads. 
 
Conclusions: 
With this analysis of the repetitive content of 28 different species in the Solanaceae family I was able to 
get a high resolution look into the variation of repetitive genomic content for a very dynamic family of 
plants. By looking at the relative genomic abundances as well as their relationship in the phylogeny, I was 
able to interpret what repetitive elements were affecting both short and long term genomic dynamics. Of 
the TE types, I found that LTR gypsy and the unclassified TE group remained constant in genomic 
proportion over the family as a whole, thus illustrating their importance on genomic content even through 
recent evolutionary changes. Both LTR gypsy and the unclassified group of repeats acted as effective 
predictors of total genomic proportion on a family level. The variability of class II TEs on an individual 
species level displayed their influential effect on short term genomic dynamics. Class II TEs fluctuated 
heavily on an individual basis with minimal trends being exhibited. This lack of consistency demonstrates 
that class II TEs are acting on different species with varying effects, with some species exhibiting larger 
gains of class II TEs over time. While clades did appear to have a relationship to total TE 
abundance based off of visual estimations, the lack of phylogenetic statistics such as branch 
length metrics make proving this hypothesis unfeasible with the current data set. Further, studies 
investigating other species in the family Solanaceae are essential in getting an even more precise 
understanding of the dynamics of repetitive genomic content in this genus. 
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